Mapping cortical anatomy in preschool aged children with autism using surface-based morphometry
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A B S T R A C T

The challenges of gathering in-vivo measures of brain anatomy from young children have limited the number of independent studies examining neuroanatomical differences between children with autism and typically developing controls (TDCs) during early life, and almost all studies in this critical developmental window focus on global or lobar measures of brain volume. Using a novel cohort of young males with Autistic Disorder and TDCs aged 2 to 5 years, we (i) tested for group differences in traditional measures of global anatomy (total brain, total white, total gray and total cortical volume), and (ii) employed surface-based methods for cortical morphometry to directly measure the two biologically distinct sub-components of cortical volume (CV) at high spatial resolution—cortical thickness (CT) and surface area (SA). While measures of global brain anatomy did not show statistically significant group differences, children with autism showed focal, and CT-specific anatomical disruptions compared to TDCs, consisting of relative cortical thickening in regions with central roles in behavioral regulation, and the processing of language, biological movement and social information. Our findings demonstrate the focal nature of brain involvement in early autism, and provide more spatially and morphometrically specific anatomical phenotypes for subsequent translational study.

© 2012 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Autism is a relatively common (Baird et al., 2006; CDC, 2009), early-onset (Zwaigenbaum et al., 2005) syndrome characterized by impairments in communication, social interaction and behavioral flexibility (Volkmar et al., 2004). Children who meet full criteria for Autistic Disorder (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) show clearly abnormal socio-communicative development within the first 3 years of life, and over 50% will also fulfill diagnostic criteria for mental retardation [referred to as intellectual disability (ID) below] (Charman et al., 2011). This severe, paradigmatic autism phenotype, first formally described over 65 years ago (Kanner, 1943), is now considered to be part of a range of autistic presentations (including Asperger Disorder and Pervasive Developmental Disorder Not Otherwise Specified) that vary in severity and are collectively referred to as Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD).

Although it is clear that genetic risks (Abrahms and Geschwind, 2008) play central roles in ASD pathogeneses, it has been hard to establish firm links between specific risk factors and markers of aberrant neurodevelopment in ASD. One way forward may be to better leverage recent insights regarding the biological architecture of typical brain development, when seeking to delineate aspects of disrupted brain development for closer study in ASD. For example, to date, structural neuroimaging studies of the cortical sheet in young children with autism have largely used volume-based approaches, and focused on measurement of global or lobar cortical anatomy (Calderoni et al., 2012; Courchesne et al., 2001; Hazlett et al., 2005, 2011; Schumann et al., 2010). However, it is now clear from studies of typically developing populations that cortical volume (CV) can be fractionated into biologically distinct morphometric sub-components (Raznahan et al., 2011b), that are differentially impacted by genetic (Panizzon et al., 2009) and environmental (Raznahan et al., 2012) factors in a regionally specific manner. The capacity to tease apart such biologically informative, non-volumetric aspects of cortical anatomy at high spatial-resolution has largely arisen through the advent of tools for Surface Based Cortical Morphometry (SBM) (Fischl and Dale, 2000; MacDonald et al., 2000) from structural Magnetic Resonance Imaging (sMRI) data. Our current study represents the first application of SBM to characterize disruptions of cortical anatomy in preschool aged children with an ASD.
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The early developmental period spanned by our study is particularly important for models of autism biology because it captures the time when typically developing individuals are undergoing profound neuro-behavioral change (Courchesne et al., 2000; Knickmeyer et al., 2008), and when the symptoms of autism are clearly manifested in most affected individuals (Shumway et al., 2011). Neurostructural alterations already apparent in young children with ASD may also better index primary disease processes than disruptions of brain anatomy charted in older populations; the latter being more prone to inclusion of secondary neuroanatomical alterations reflecting consequences of having an ASD on brain structure (Murphy et al., 2011). The challenges of gathering high-quality neuroimaging data from preschool aged children have however proven to be a significant obstacle, particularly for groups with ASD. To date, reports are available for three independent single-site cohorts (Calderoni et al., 2012; Hazlett et al., 2011; Schumann et al., 2010), and two composite cohorts (Estes et al., 2011; Hoefl et al., 2011). These pioneering studies have shed light on altered brain anatomy in ASD during early childhood, but fail to reach consensus on several fundamental issues including: the developmental stability of brain volume differences between individuals with ASD and typically developing controls (TDCs) [stable differences (Hazlett et al., 2011), vs age-dependent differences (Schumann et al., 2010)]; the presence of significant differences in total brain volume (TBV) between individuals with ASD and TDCs once age-effects have been taken into account [presence (Courchesne et al., 2001) vs. absence (Calderoni et al., 2012; Hazlett et al., 2005, 2011) of differences]; and which sub-divisions within the brain exhibit volume alterations in ASD [fronto-temporal only (Schumann et al., 2010) vs all lobes (Hazlett et al., 2011)]. These inconsistent findings regarding global and lobar measures of brain anatomy are accompanied by the absence of any spatially fine-grained surface-based analyses of brain anatomy in young children with ASD.

The current study had three main objectives. First, we sought to re-visit the question of whether young children with ASD (specifically diagnosed with Autistic Disorder) show global and lobar abnormalities of total brain volume, within a fourth (Calderoni et al., 2012; Hazlett et al., 2011; Schumann et al., 2010) independently recruited single-site clinical cohort. Second, with the aim of distinguishing individual variation. Since two TDC participants had DQs greater than 130, we tested for and confirmed robustness of our findings by tests, Developmental Quotient (DQ’s), based on age equivalent divided by chronological age multiplied by 100, were used to fully characterize individual variation. Since two TDC participants had DQs greater than 130, we tested for and confirmed robustness of our findings by removal of these two individuals.

In all cases, written informed consent was obtained from the participant's parent(s). The study was approved by an NIH Institutional Review Board.

2.2. Neuroimaging

The neuroimaging methods used in this study have been previously described (Lenroot et al., 2007; Raznahan et al., 2011b; Shaw et al., 2008) and are fully detailed in Supplementary Texts 1 and 2. Briefly, all scans were T1 weighted images with contiguous 1.5 mm axial slices, obtained on the same 1.5-T General Electric (Milwaukee, WI) Signa scanner using a 3D spoiled gradient recalled echo sequence. Given the difficulty of obtaining high-quality neuroimaging data in young children with autism, we scanned children with autism under sedation using propofol. Sedation was performed at the NIH by board-certified...
anesthesiologists following a strict clinical protocol. Typically developing controls were scanned during natural sleep at nighttime (with repeat scans taken in the event of excess movement). Native sMRI scans were then submitted to the CIVET pipeline for automated morphometric analysis. This pipeline generates (i) estimates of total gray matter volume (GMV), total white matter volume (WMV) and cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF) using a validated neural net approach to voxel classification (Cocosco et al., 2003; Zijdenbos et al., 2002), (ii) global and lobar estimates of total CV, total SA and mean CT by registration of all cortical surfaces to a manually labeled surface group template, and propagation of labels from the template to each individual surface (Im et al., 2008), and (iii) “vertex-based” estimates of CT and SA at ~80,000 points on the cortical sheet by modeling gray/white and pial cortical surfaces for each scan using a deformable-mesh approach (MacDonald et al., 2000). Vertex CT was calculated as the distance between homologous vertices in pial and gray/white surfaces (MacDonald et al., 2000), and vertex SA as the total area of all six triangles surrounding each vertex on a tessellated intermediate surface mesh between pial and gray/white surfaces (Jubault et al., 2011). Vertex SA is dependent on the spatial distribution of vertices in the tessellated mesh defining a given the cortical surface. However, the potential for group differences in cortical shape to generate mesh-dependent biases in vertex SA is minimized by all cortical surfaces being resampled with a common mesh in spherical template space before reversing registration for each scan so that vertex SA measures are taken in native space (Lytton et al., 2007).

While the resampling algorithm applied in spherical template space is non-conservative, group-differences in the area of facets surrounding each vertex still provide a meaningful index of relative SA expansion/contraction at each vertex. Vertex-based group analyses were conducted using on smoothed native CT and SA values in spherical template space. All scans included in analyses passed rigorous quality assessment and control of CIVET output for errors in skull removal and definition of cortical surfaces. Supplementary Fig. 1 provides an example of CIVET output as generated for a scan within our study.

2.3. Statistical analysis

We examined anatomical indices in three stages: (1) gross global measures of anatomy—TBV, total tissue volume (TTV—the sum of GMV and WMV), total GMV, and total WMV, (2) global and lobar measures of cortical anatomy—CV, CT and SA, (3) vertex-based CT and SA measures. Age was modeled in a linear fashion as preliminary analyses failed to identify statistically significant higher-order (e.g. quadratic) age-effects on anatomy. In the absence of statistically significant interactions between linear age and diagnostic group for any of the anatomical measures examined, we moved to a simpler model that included only the main effects of age and diagnosis:

Anatomy = Intercept + β1(Age) + β2(Group). (1)

For global anatomical indices, statistical significance of the β2 term in model (1) above was determined using a p = 0.05 threshold, and for lobar analyses, a Bonferroni-corrected p value threshold of p = 0.015 was applied (0.05/4). For vertex-based analyses, the same β2 term was mapped across the cortical sheet after application of a False Discovery Rate correction for multiple comparisons with q (the expected proportion of falsely rejected null hypotheses) set at 0.05 (see Fig. 2). We also generated unthresholded maps of the β2 term t-statistic for vertex-based CT and SA analyses (see Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3 respectively).

Global anatomical indices were not included as covariates in lobar or vertex-based analyses because they did not differ significantly between groups (see below), and are known to show complex non-linear relationships with most SBM metrics (Im et al., 2008).
3. Results

3.1. Participant characteristics

Participant characteristics are summarized in Table 1. There were no significant group differences in age, ethnicity, or socioeconomic status (SES). As expected, mean DQ, VDQ and NVDQ were all significantly lower in children with Autistic Disorder than in TDCs, and ADOS severity scores were significantly higher.

We were unable to detect a statistically significant interaction between age and group for any of the anatomical indices examined. The following sections therefore describe group differences in anatomy with age included as a covariate of main effect.

3.2. Global volumes

We did not identify statistically significant differences in TBV, TTV, total WMV or total GMV between AUT and TDC groups (see Table 2).
3.3. Global and lobar cortical measures

We did not identify statistically significant group-differences in total CV, mean CT or total SA (see Table 2). Analyses of lobar metrics identified a trend towards increased bilateral frontal CT in the AUT relative to TDC group however, although this did not survive Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons ($t=2.1$, $p=0.04$).

3.4. Vertex-level cortical thickness and surface area

These analyses revealed a largely bilateral set of cortical regions where CT was significantly greater in the AUT group than TDCs after False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction for multiple comparisons. These regions included bilateral superior frontal gyrus (lateral and medial aspects, with extension into ventromedial and rostral prefrontal cortex in the left hemisphere) and superior temporal sulcus, as well as left inferior frontal gyrus (ventrolateral prefrontal cortex) and right intraparietal sulcus [see Fig. 2 (thresholded), Supplementary Fig. 2 (unthresholded), and Table 3]. In contrast, vertex-based analyses of SA did not identify statistically significant group-differences that survived FDR correction for multiple comparisons. Regional trends towards greater SA in the AUT group relative to TDCs did however emerge at a nominal threshold of $p \leq 0.05$. These did not overlap with regions of significant CT difference between groups, and fell within the bilateral superior temporal gyrus, bilateral temporo-occipital junction, and right superior parietal lobule [Supplementary Figs. 3A (thresholded) and 3B (unthresholded)].

In light of the potential for non-normality of vertex-based SA data (Winkler et al., 2012), we tested for, and confirmed, robustness of our vertex-based SA results to log transformation of vertex-SA.

### Table 2

Global and lobar measures of anatomy in young children with autism (AUT) and typically developing controls (TDCs). Results are shown separately for global volumetric indices [total brain volume (TBV), total tissue volume (TTV), total white matter volume (WMV) and total gray matter volume (GMV)], and SBM measures of cortical anatomy [cortical volume (CV), cortical thickness (CT) and surface area (SA)]. Levene’s test did not detect any statistically significant group differences in anatomical variance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Volume, cm$^3$, Mean (s.e.)</th>
<th>Comparison, AUT-TDC</th>
<th>Difference, cm$^3$</th>
<th>Difference, percent</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TBV (GMV+WMV+SCF)</td>
<td>1422 (21.9)</td>
<td>1441 (14.8)</td>
<td>+19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTV (GMV+WMV)</td>
<td>1297 (20.9)</td>
<td>1313 (14.1)</td>
<td>+16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMV</td>
<td>412 (8.5)</td>
<td>415 (5.7)</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMV</td>
<td>885 (14.0)</td>
<td>899 (9.5)</td>
<td>+14</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3

Regional cortical thickness (CT) excesses in young children with autism (AUT) relative to typically developing controls (TDCs).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak vertex</th>
<th>MNI co-ordinate, x,y,z</th>
<th>Brodmann area</th>
<th>Cortical thickness, mm, mean (s.e.m.)</th>
<th>Group difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior frontal gyrus (extending into rostral prefrontal and medial frontal cortex)</td>
<td>−13, 65, 21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.9 (0.07)</td>
<td>4.3 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior temporal sulcus (extending into middle temporal cortex)</td>
<td>−48, −38, 2</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>3.9 (0.04)</td>
<td>4.1 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior frontal gyrus (extending into medial frontal cortex)</td>
<td>9, 62, 27</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.9 (0.08)</td>
<td>4.2 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle frontal gyrus (extending into inferior frontal gyrus)</td>
<td>39, 55, −2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.8 (0.06)</td>
<td>4.0 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior temporal sulcus (extending into middle temporal cortex)</td>
<td>59, −26, 1</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>4.0 (0.04)</td>
<td>4.2 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rostral intraparietal sulcus</td>
<td>32, −62, 53</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.3 (0.05)</td>
<td>3.6 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Discussion

4.1. Summary of main findings

Within our pre-school aged sample, there was no evidence for increased TBV in children with autism relative to TDCs, and this lack of a significant volumetric group difference held for WMV, GMV and CV. Global SBM-derived measures of CT and SA also failed to show statistically significant group-differences, although lobar analyses suggested a trend towards increased frontal CT in children with autism relative to TDCs. Moving beyond global and lobar indices revealed a clear pattern of focal anatomical disruption in preschool aged children with autism however. Children with autism showed CT excesses relative to TDCs within a set of cortical regions that are not only known to be important for social cognition (Adolphs, 2003), language (Price, 2010), and behavioral control (Langen et al., 2011a, 2011b), but have also shown structural and functional alterations in older ASD populations (Amaral et al., 2008). In contrast we did not detect statistically significant group differences in regional SA.

4.2. Global volumes

To help better contextualize our volumetric results, Table 4 summarizes the findings of all existing single-site sMRI studies that have examined comparable anatomical indices in young children with an ASD and TDCs.

Integration of our findings with earlier work strengthens the notion that children with autism do not show age-related alterations of TBV, WMV or GMV relative to TDCs during the preschool age-range (Hazlett et al., 2005, 2011). The absence of age-invariant group-differences in WMV within our sample also converges with all prior investigations of this phenomenon during the preschool age range (Hazlett et al., 2005, 2011). There is less agreement across studies regarding the presence of fixed TBV and GMV abnormalities in young children with ASD relative to TDCs however, which may reflect true neuroanatomical heterogeneity in ASD, or methodological differences between studies. Although no obvious methodological characteristics co-segregate with the presence (Courchesne et al., 2001; Hazlett et al., 2011) or absence [current study and (Hazlett et al., 2005)] of significant TBV differences between young children with an ASD relative to TDCs it is notable that all “positive” GMV studies have considered children with an ASD (Calderoni et al., 2012; Hazlett et al., 2011), whereas all “negative” GMV studies have focused on more narrowly defined Autistic Disorder [current report and (Hazlett et al., 2005)]. This raises the testable hypothesis that some aspect of the behaviorally-defined boundary between Autistic Disorder and other ASDs may be relevant for GMV heterogeneity within the autism spectrum.

4.3. Global and lobar cortical measures

Of the anatomical phenotypes examined in our study, most prior information is available for CV. Two independent single-site cohorts other than our own have examined CV in preschool aged children with an ASD and TDCs [University of California, San Diego (Schumann et al., 2010), and University of North Carolina (Hazlett et al., 2005, 2011)]. The latest studies from these two cohorts have used longitudinal methodology to directly measure within-group CV change (Hazlett et al., 2011; Schumann et al., 2010), but describe different patterns of CV dysmaturation in children with ASD relative to TDCs, which are in turn each dissimilar from prior cross-sectional findings within the same cohorts (Courchesne et al., 2001; Hazlett et al., 2005) (see Table 5). The inconsistency of earlier findings regarding total CV, together with the lack of any significant group-differences in total CV within our current cohort underscores the challenges faced in seeking to clarify if and how global volumetric measures of brain anatomy are disrupted in ASD during early childhood.

The absence of significant group-differences in global CV within our study was accompanied by negative findings for mean CT and total SA. At a lobar level of analysis however, we found evidence for a trend towards greater frontal CT in children with autism relative to TDCs. Our SBM findings differ from the only existing study of CT and SA in young children with autism, which found CV excesses in autism to be driven by SA rather than CT (Hazlett et al., 2011). Direct comparison between studies is complicated however by fundamental differences in the techniques used to derive measures of the cortical sheet [e.g. volume-based (Hazlett et al., 2011) vs. surface-based measurement of CT (see Supplementary Texts 1 and 2 for further details)], and in the age and diagnostic composition of samples.

4.4. Vertex-level cortical thickness and surface area

Measurements of global cortical properties may be fundamentally limited in their ability to provide replicable and mechanistically informative disease biomarkers if aberrant development in ASD is concentrated within specific neural systems. Our vertex-based results support this idea, as they indicate that even at relatively early ages, disruptions of cortical development in autism are localized in nature. Furthermore, CT appears to be a more sensitive marker of aberrant cortical anatomy in autism than SA. It will however be important to revisit differential involvement of CT and SA in ASD using newly-evolving approaches that seek to optimize registration and interpolation steps for the study of absolute local SA (Winkler et al., 2012).

The cortical regions where we find CT abnormalities in preschool aged children with autism have (i) been linked to cognitive domains relevant to ASD by basic science studies in older children and adults (Adolphs, 2003; Langen et al., 2011a, 2011b; Price, 2010), (ii) shown resting-state and language-related activation abnormalities in fMRI studies comparing preschool aged children with ASD and TDCs (Redcay and Courchesne, 2008; Redcay et al., 2008), and (iii) shown CT abnormalities across several independent SBM studies of older children, adolescents and adults with ASD (Chung et al., 2005; Ecker et al., 2010; Hadjikhani et al., 2006; Mak-Fan et al., 2012; Raznahan et al., 2010b; Wallace et al., 2010). This convergence is most apparent for the IFG, IPL, STS and MTG; regions which are also notable for being simultaneously relevant to multiple cognitive neuroscience accounts of ASD including those emphasizing disruptions of language [IFG, MTG, STS, IPL (Price, 2010)], action-observation/execution and imitation [IFG, STS, IPL (Rizzolatti and Craighero, 2004)], and the perception of social stimuli [STS (Adolphs, 2003)].

The regionally-specific and early-onset nature of CT alterations identified by our study has consequences for etiological models of autism. First, the early timing of these alterations serves to narrow the developmental window within which any hypothesized experience-dependent contributions towards regionally-specific “derailment” of cortical development in ASD would have to operate. Second, the specific regions that alterations were found in strengthens disease models in which genetic or early environmental risk factors for ASD perturb specific cortical systems destined to later process language and social stimuli. Thirdly, it suggests that future progress in the delineation of molecular and cellular processes underlying aberrant cortical development in ASD may be more rapid if energy is directed towards cellular and molecular processes of known relevance for CT (rather than SA) maturation. There is already some evidence that CT maturation is modulated by functional genetic variants within signaling pathways that have been implicated in ASD (Raznahan et al., 2010a, 2011a). Our understanding of dissociable anatomical alterations in ASD promises to be further refined as approaches for measuring and parsing the diverse range of anatomical phenotypes that can be discerned from the cerebral cortex via in-vivo sMRI continues to improve.

The findings of our study should be interpreted in light of several caveats and limitations. First, although comparable with other sMRI...
metric analysis. Fourth, while our study provides information about differences in head motion, arising from differential use of sedation by visual inspection, it is conceivable that sub-threshold group-used scans that were free of excess movement artifact as determined (MacDonald et al., 2000; Shaw et al., 2008). Third, although we only using SBM methods of established reliability (Kabani et al., 2001; Alterations of CV, CT and SA in preschool aged children with an ASD our study design did allow us to carry out the anatomical change and should be regarded as preliminary. However, related phenomena are not based on measures of intra-individual cross-sectional rather than longitudinal, inferences regarding age-related findings to females or autistic individuals without ID. These limitations studies in young children with ASD (Hazlett et al., 2005, 2011; Schumann et al., 2010), the number of participants included in our study is relatively small, and further studies of this age-range using larger samples will be important. Second, since our study is cross-sectional rather than longitudinal, inferences regarding age-related phenomena are not based on measures of intra-individual anatomical change and should be regarded as preliminary. However, our study design did allow us to carry out the first test for age-related alterations of CV, CT and SA in preschool aged children with an ASD using SBM methods of established reliability (Kabani et al., 2001; MacDonald et al., 2000; Shaw et al., 2008). Third, although we only used scans that were free of excess movement artifact as determined by visual inspection, it is conceivable that sub-threshold group-differences in head motion, arising from differential use of sedation across groups, could have exerted a systematic influence on morphometric analysis. Fourth, while our study provides information about biologically distinct components of the cortical sheet in autism, in-vivo sMRI studies of human brain anatomy are currently unable to provide information about the cellular underpinning of macroscopic anatomical variation. Fifth, our focus on males with Autistic Disorder, the majority of whom also had ID, limits generalizability of findings to females or autistic individuals without ID. These limitations were necessary in order to enhance internal validity of our findings by increasing sample homogeneity. Since sex robustly modifies brain anatomy (Lenroot et al., 2007; Raznahan et al., 2010a) and for ASD (Baron-Cohen et al., 2011), directly testing for sex-differences in the neural correlates of ASD may be a preferable strategy to co-varying for sex as a main effect in neuroimaging studies of ASD that use mixed sex-groups where males far outnumber females. With regard to ID, while prospective neuroimaging studies in high-risk groups are still being gathered, studies of ASD during early childhood will necessarily be biased towards earlier-presenting cases
of ASD that tend to have more frank and severe symptoms (Shattuck et al., 2009). One response to this bias has been to use mixed groups of patients with idiopathic ID as controls with the objective of identifying anatomical correlates of ASD that exist “above and beyond” any ID (Hazlett et al., 2011). Our use of typically developing individuals as controls prevents testing for specificity of the identified anatomical alterations to autism rather than ID. However, motivation for distinguishing sMRI markers of ASD and ID in populations where both behavioral syndromes co-occur has waned as an increasing number of studies show that many of the best-established genetic risks for (Kendler, 2005) ASD are also robustly associated with ID (Mitchell, 2011).

Despite these limitations our study reports results from a valuable new independent cohort of young children with autism, and uses SBM for the first time within this population to move beyond global and lobar measures of brain volume, and dissociate alterations of CT and SA at high-spatial resolution across the cortical sheet. We show that preschool aged children with ASD have significant CT (rather than SA) abnormalities within cortical systems crucial for the processing of language and social information. These findings provide (i) more refined intermediate phenotypes for future genetic studies in autism, and (ii) the first direct evidence that disease mechanisms in autism can already produce targeted disruption of cortical thickness by early childhood. Finally, establishing that cortical involvement in ASD shows pronounced regional heterogeneity, raises questions about the utility of continued focus on global and lobar aspects of cortical anatomy in ASD.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1165/ncl2012.10.005.
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